
  
 
 
 

Rocky Mountain Audio Fest Roundup! 
New Asynchronous 24/192 USB Link Converters Impress the Crowds 
In Packed-to-the-Rafters Room! 
 
The Room Was Jumpin’ 

Show installation at this year’s RMAF went smoothly. We brought along a DAC3.5VB MK II, VBS1, 

Phono3VB, a pair of REF500Ms and three new 24/192 USB Link Converters: the mLink, uLink and REFLink 

which John Stronczer demonstrated throughout RMAF – the differences were clear as he climbed the 

Link Ladder! The CD3T was present and accounted for but music was played from the most part on 

John’s Mac running Amarra over iTunes, as were an astonishing number of other rooms. Computer-

based audio is now mainstream!  

 

Jeff Joseph of Joseph Audio set up his rosewood-clad Pearl 3s on the diagonal to eliminate room modes 

together with a few acoustic treatments at various locations. Cardas Clear featured throughout with a 

VPI Classic III Turntable/Hyperion CL Cactus cartridge and Shunyata power conditioning. The room 

sounded as polished as it looked. Bel Canto also supplied a full front-end and amplification system for 

DEQX Speaker and Room Correction right across the hall and were featured in several other systems as 

well.   

 

So how’d that all work out? Oh please, we’re much too modest to blow our own horn. But we’re happy 

to let others do it for us! 

 

Sound+Vision: Bel Canto USB-to-SPDIF Converters and Electronics and Joseph Audio Speakers 

“It’s common for high-end audio electronics companies to make audacious claims for the performance 

of their products, but exceptionally rare for them to demonstrate [it] … Bel Canto dared to demo the 

differences among its three new USB-to-SPDIF converters designed to interface computers with high-

end audio systems … As the demo stepped from the $375 mLink to the$1,495 REFLink I did indeed hear 

increased smoothness, detail, and body. It helped that the demo system, comprising Joseph Audio Pearl 

3 speaker driven by Bel Canto electronics, totally rocked.”  

 

Stereophile: Joseph–Bel Canto: A Winning Combination  

“Sharing in the glory was the company's three new 24/192 USB links, the mLink ($375), uLink ($675), 

and REFLink ($1495) … Also performing at their best were Bel Canto’s DAC3.5VB Mk II with VBS1 and 

VBREF Cable, VBS1 powered phono stage, and REF500M monoblock amplifiers.” 

 

AudioStream: Bel Canto/Joseph Audio 

“Bel Canto was hiding their new Asynchronous USB Link Converters the mLink ($375), uLink ($675), and 

REFLink ($1,495) and I say hiding because they're small, sit near your computer and take your 

computer's USB output (up to 24/192) and convert it into S/PDIF or LightLink ST Fiber the latter capable 

of running over 100 meters.” 

 



Positive Feedback: RMAF 2012 - A Photographic Journey, Part 2, Page 2 

About 2/3rds down the page you’ll find striking images of the room and equipment, just search on Bel 

Canto in your browser! 

 

Positive Feedback: PFO Awards the Bel Canto/Joseph Audio/Cardas room an Audio Oasis Award! 

 

Home Theater: 2012 Rocky Mountain Audio Fest Report 

There’s a nice image of the Bel Canto component stack on the Joseph Audio Pearl 3s at the top of the 

page of Tom Norton’s rather breathless show report!  

 

Taking the Digital Out Of Digital Sound! 

A huge number of audiophiles – tech-savvy and traditionalists – use computers as a primary music 

source and like all enthusiasts want the beyond-CD sound they’re capable of. Bel Canto makes it happen 

with three new Asynchronous USB Link Converters; the entry-level mLink, moving-on-up uLink, and top-

of-the-line REFLink. These new USB Link Converters isolate the music signal – and clocks – from the 

harsh, noisy electrical environments of computers and music servers. 

 

The new Bel Canto Link Converters take the USB output of your computer and deliver ultra-low jitter 

S/PDIF for your favorite DAC… most likely a Bel Canto 3.5VB Mk II, 2.5 or 1.5! All three USB Link 

Converters feature native MAC USB 2.0 compatibility, a custom Windows USB 2.0 driver, and operate at 

16- or 24-bits at 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 and 192kHz on a proprietary 500MHz DSP Core. Read more 

here! And see the technical paper here. 

 

Left to Right REFlink, uLink, mLink.  

 

Engineered to Engage! 
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